PERFORMANCE, PACKAGED

NUTRACEUTICAL SHRINK WRAP SYSTEMS

TEXWRAP®

OVS SERIES VERTICAL SEALERS | CSS SERIES SIDE SEALERS | TLS SERIES L-SEALERS
| SIDE INFEED BUNDLERS | INLINE BUNDLERS
From nutraceuticals, such as sports or energy drinks to OTC, immune boosters and dietary supplements, Texwrap has a complete portfolio of shrink wrap solutions to meet our customer’s needs.

Texwrap equipment has a reputation for producing high quality multipacks of jars, cans, cartons or bottles. With the best print registration and tunnel controls on the market, Texwrap equipment produces esthetically appealing printed or unprinted shrink film packages that satisfy even the most discerning eyes.

**WHY TEXWRAP?**

- Full line of shrink wrapping and bundling solutions to meet the application requirements for speed, package size, and collation.
- Long history of industry experience to partner with customers and configure a complete shrink wrapping or bundling solution to meet the application requirements.
- Texwrap’s unmatched equipment reliability is backed by an industry leading 10 year warranty and represents the lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
- Texwrap’s full portfolio of quality shrink machines are designed and built in the U.S.A.

---

**WRAPPING SOLUTIONS**

**TLS Series L-Sealer**
- Most economical shrink-wrapping solution
- Ideal for applications where speeds are slow to moderate
- Versatile wrappers within a defined range of product sizes

**CSS Series Side Sealer**
- Utilizes Texwrap Versa Seal (TVS) technology to insure consistent, high quality seals across a wide range of film types and gauges
- Ideal for applications requiring the moderate speed wrapping of packages where a side seal is desired

**OVS & BVS Series Vertical Sealers**
- Wraps products in a vertical position eliminating the need to re-orient products horizontally
- Ideal for applications requiring high speed wrapping of products with bottom or top trim seal
- Optional print registration
Wrap-for-Retail or Wrap-to-Ship

One wrapper with the versatility to handle both

Whether you want to take product directly from the filler and create retail ready multipacks in clear or printed film, or deliver unitized multipacks for shipping, Texwrap solutions deliver the most consistent and aesthetically pleasing wrap.

Features like our directional air jet keeps film smooth & straight as it encloses the product, eliminating film foldover and double thickness seals. Then a smooth transition onto the closing conveyor eliminates manual labor needed to straighten the product. Bottles are aligned and straight for shrinking.

BUNDLING SOLUTIONS

200 Series Side Infeed Bundler
- Wraps unsupported product (no tray or pad) into a shrink bundled multipack
- Ideal for applications at slow to moderate speeds requiring a bullseye closure

1000 Series Inline Bundler
- Wraps products placed in a tray or on a pad and those that do not require assistance to remain upright
- Ideal for tray wrapping applications at moderate speeds requiring a bullseye or side tack closure

FORCED AIR CONVECTION TUNNELS

Single, Double, Triple Chamber Tunnels
- Paired with Texwrap L-Sealers, Vertical or Horizontal wrappers to deliver superior shrink results
- Top air velocity control for the adjustment of air flow to the top or bottom of the package for even shrink

TURNKEY WRAPPING SOLUTIONS

Vertical & Horizontal Seal Systems
- Configured for each application including automated infeed, shrink wrappers, and shrink tunnels
- Complete automated solution including automated infeed complete with multipack forming and other product handling
Texwrap provides high-quality stand-alone machinery and systems to produce commercially attractive shrink wrapped and shrink bundled products that are protected for storage and shipping. We provide one of the most comprehensive lines of cost-effective high-speed shrink wrapping and bundling solutions for a variety of applications including L-bar sealers, continuous motion side sealers, intermittent motion side sealers, lap sealers, and vertical wrappers, as well as tunnels, conveyors, and infeeds. We also specialize in designing and building systems for e-commerce packaging, as well as custom systems to fit unique applications for a variety of shaped products.

We have a network of highly-trained packaging distributor partners to better serve our customers. These partnerships ensure the best machinery and application fit, smooth startup, reliable local service, and long-term return on investment.